
The Princess and the Shepherd in the Kingdom of Lagoa das Sete Cidades 
 
A long, long time ago, there was a kingdom located in the crater of a large volcano, called "the crater 
of the seven cities". 
In this kingdom, lived a beautiful princess with blue eyes. She loved to walk through the countryside, 
smell the flowers and wet her feet in the river, observing all the beauty of the hills and valleys of the 
kingdom. 
One day, during one of her walks, she passed by a herd of sheep. Next to the flock was a green-eyed 
shepherd with whom she decided to talk. They talked a lot about animals, flowers, time and the 
simplicity of the beauty that surrounded them. From then on, they started meeting every day to 
talk. 
For several weeks, the pair would meet in the same place, eventually falling in love and exchanging 
vows of eternal love. 
The King, however, wasn’t happy to know that the princess and the shepherd were seeing each 
other. He wanted his daughter to marry a prince from one of the neighbouring kingdoms and not a 
simple shepherd. So, the King forbade the princess from seeing her lover ever again. 
The princess accepted her father's cruel decision but begged the King to let her see the shepherd 
once more, for the final goodbye, which was allowed. 
They met for the last time in the green fields where they first met where, as usual, they talked about 
their love and about the separation imposed by the King. While they talked, they cried as well. They 
wept so much that the tears in the princess' blue eyes descended into the valley, thus forming the 
blue lagoon. The tears of the green-eyed shepherd fell with such intensity that they formed the 
green lagoon. 
The two loved ones said goodbye, while their tears formed two ponds that were forever together 
and, just as the two lovers could never be united, they would never be separated. 
 


